
GALAXY HOTEL 
LOCATION:

75 DIMOKRATIAS AV.,
71306,
HERAKLION, CRETE –
GREECE
T. +30 281 0238812
E. GALAXY@ECONOMOUHOTELS.COM

FORTIFICATIONS OF

HERAKLION

KNOSSOS

KOULES FORTRESS

THE TOMB OF NIKOS

KAZANTZAKIS

Heraklion or Iraklion is the largest city and the

administrative capital of the island of Crete and

capital of Heraklion regional unit. It is the fourth

largest city in Greece.

The regional unit of Heraklion borders on the

regional units of Rethymno to the west and Lasithi

to the east.

In Heraklion are two of the monuments on the list of

monuments to be included in UNESCO, Knossos and

the Venetian Fortifications.

HERAKLION

The Galaxy Hotel offers a 5 Star luxury experience artfully blended with

innovative modern comforts. Elegant minimalism, polished modernity and

plush materials in soothing neutral tones define a decor that inspires effortless

comfort and style.

Located in a quiet area just outside of the centre of Heraklion, the hotel is

housed in an immaculately renovated building of timeless design in an

accessible area with parking.

With a solid experience in hosting events, we cater to all requests with

dedication, professionalism and vision. Offering guests a plethora of

exemplary services is among our greatest priorities.
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DOM BOUTIQUE HOTEL | 14 ALMIROU STREET, HERAKLION CRETE, 71202 | HTTPS://DOMHOTEL.GR/

DIMARGIO LUXURY HOTEL & SPA | 17 KATECHAKI STREET, HERAKLION CRETE, 71201 | HTTPS://DIMARGIOHOTEL.COM/ 

METROPOLE URBAN HOTEL | AGIA EKATERINI SQUARE, HERAKLION CRETE, 71201  | HTTPS://METROPOLEHOTEL.GR/

KIPOS BOUTIQUE SUITES | MICHAIL KALOGIROU 20, HERAKLION CRETE, 71201 | HTTPS://KIPOSSUITES.GR/

LOGGIA SUITES | 17 ARKOLEONTOS STREET, HERAKLION CRETE, 71202 |
HTTPS://PLANETOFHOTELS.COM/EL/ELLADA/IRAKLEIO-POLI/LOGGIA-SUITES

PAGOPOIEION BY ENORME - ADULTS ONLY SUITES | PAPAGIAMALI 1, PLATIA AGIOU TITIOU, HERAKLION CRETE, 71202 |
HTTPS://WWW.PAGOPOIEION.GR/

RAISE HERAKLION BOUTIQUE APARTMENTS | 73 LEOFOROS DIMOKRATIAS, HERAKLION CRETE, 71306 |
HTTPS://WWW.THERAISEPROJECTS.COM/EN/CRETE

Heraklion State Airport “Nikos Kazantzakis”

(abbreviations: IATA: HER, ICAO: LGIR, CAA:

ΚΑΗΚ)

It is the second most important Greek airport.

The Heraklion Nikos Kazantzakis International

Airport is only 5km away from Galaxy Hotel. It is

named after the author Nikos Kazantzakis, who

is recognized as one of the most important

contemporary Greek writers and one of the

most translated globally.

ACCOMMODATION

ACCESS BY BUS
Several city bus lines that serve the entire municipality of Heraklion begin from

the airport. The bus stop is within walking distance from the terminal building.

One way ticket cost: € 1.50 (Full), € 0.80 (Reduced)

Bus itineraries: astiko-irakleiou.gr

Contact details of Heraklion urban KTEL | Tel.: +30 2810 283270

Bus routes to Galaxy Hotel:  5 , 6 + 2 , 12 + 2

ACCESS BY TAXI
If you wish to board a taxi from the airport you need to go to the designated Taxi waiting areas outside the

terminal. Alternatively, you can make a reservation so that a driver can be waiting for you at the arrivals area.

CAR RENTAL COMPANIES
The following car rental companies operate at ‘Nikos Kazantzakis’ airport, located at the arrival area of the airport.

To proceed to a rental you will need to carry your ID or passport, driver’s license and credit card.

 

It is recommended that you book the car before your arrival at the airport.

AIRPORT:

IKAROU AVENUE 26,
NEA ALIKARNASSOS,
PC 71307,
HERAKLION CRETE
TEL. +30 2810 397800

Avis  +30 2810 229402

Budget +30 2810 344179

Εurodollar +30 2810 281338

Europcar +30 2810 242009

Ηolidary Auto +30 2810 246603

Hertz Autohellas +30 2810 341734 

Tourent +30 2810 240222

National +30 2810 226002

Sixt +30 2810 208915

Suggested hotels near Galaxy Hotel (up to 15 minutes walking

distance)
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